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A Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority

October, 1992

A Little RESIST History,
Commemorating Our 25th Birthday
RESIST was born twenty-five years
ago this month with a "Call to Resist
lllegiti.mate Authority, " urging support for
those refusing to serve in the Vietnam ~r.
The final words of that statement were:
"Now is the time to resist. " Over these
years, the organizati.on has evolved into a
national foundation providing funds to
hundreds ofsmall and /,arger social change
projects each year. The kinds ofsocial justice activism we support include: work for
peace and against militarism,· political
responses to AIDS; work for abortion and
reproductive rights; protection ofthe environment; organizing around the politics of
cancer; the strut,gk far gay and ksbian liberation,· support for indigenous peoples'
rights; art and cultural work; community
organizing and work against racism;
affordable housing efforts and solidarity
with movements toward democracy and
selfdetermination in many parts of the
worU.
As we enter our second quarter-century, we've taken some time to reflect on
our history, to look at where we began for
guidance on our course forward. As we've
examined o/,d newsktters, letters, drafts of
the "Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority, "
and our own memories, we've dis.covered
continued on page six

RESIST r«eived a copy of this letter sent to
the editor of the Asheville Citizen Times in
mponse to the article •Fueled by Fury," (Mab
Segrest, Resist, #247, July/Aug., 1992),
which the writer had seen.
To the Editor:
I learned only recently of the discourtesies directed at the state-wide gathering of
Gay Men [ed. note - the writer refers to a
gay pride march in which lesbians, gay
men, bisexuals and their supporters participated] in Asheville in June.
My only quarrel with the Gays is that
they have usurped one of the nicest words
in the English language and given it a new
meaning. Apart from that, I have no real
fault to find with them.
If the human race were threatened
with extinction through lack of reproduction, I would indeed be sharply critical of
homosexuals. However, the shoe seems to
be on the other foot. In the past few
decades, the world population has doubled,
and during approximately the same period,
the world's arable land has diminished by
hal£ At the present time, the population of
the world is increasing by 250,000 people
per day.
This is a desperate situation which,
unless corrected in the next few years, is
going to lead to human suffering and horror beyond anything which our race has
experienced.
Under these conditions, we should not
be pointing our fingers at homosexuals. On
the contrary, we should accept them as
equals in employment and fellowship.
Sincerely,
Ernest Morgan
Burnsville, North Carolina

Dear Friends at RESIST:
As a grantee organization, we receive
your newsletter regularly. Without exception I find your newsletters worthy of indepth reading, and your last issue (#247)
was particularly relevant.
In Oregon, first with the primary, and
now with the general, election, progressives
are facing the institutionalization of the
policies of the Christian Right as embodied
in the Oregon Citizens Alliance. Mab Segrest's article on North Carolina was educational, and unfurtunat.ely, the scenarios she
described were all too familiar. Her analysis
helped me put the activities out here on the
West Coast in a national context. The more
I work with homophobia (not to mention
Page Two

racism, economic injustice, patriarchy, and
militarism) I become convinced that the
more networking we do, the less difficult
the road will be. Your newsletter is a shining example of sharing valuable information. This type of information is as necessary as the dollars you send.
Thanks for all your work, and the
work you support!
Yours in struggle,
Kelley Weigel
Clergy and Laity Concerned
Eugene, Oregon
Dear Outrageous Agitators and Fellow
Travelers and who knows what else!
Even at 72 my super-duper brain is
churning out headings like the above isn't it marvelous? Or is it a sign of extreme
weirdness? Actually, being weird ain't bad
and it's a lot've fun.
"Fighting Homophobia in North Carolina" in the July/August Resist is a fine bit
of writing. It is always good to be reminded
that homophobia is like racism and sexism,
as strong as it ever was. We just gotta speak
out lots more against this terrible evil.
Monthly dollar is again gladly enclosed
with thanks to y'all for your gutsy speaking
out.
In solidarity and love,
Jerry Robinett
Tucson, Ariwna

nologies and industrializations.
With the advent of the human genome
project it is no longer possible to separate
natural science from social and behavioral
science and both from supporting and utilizing political structures. Technical humankind is now in the process in its very genes
(and those of plants and animals) of locking
in present patterns of domination and
notions of human nature.
Three percent of the federal support in
National Institutes of Health is devoted to
study of the social consequences of the new
technologies, but this is the foxes designing
the chicken coop.
The establishment of legitimate
authority in science does not await the
establishment of legitimate authority elsewhere. It is part of the same process. I do
believe that science can be democratized, in
a sense that is more than electoral politics,
and still be science.
One approach to democratization
would be the protest by AIDS activists,
described in Resist (#210, November,
1988), that led government scientists to
rethink their clinical tests for new drugs.
A second approach would be the effort

continued on page eight

Dear RESIST:
As a longtime contributor to RESIST
and a member of the Greens, I want to
thank you for supporting the Greens Economics Training Program, whi~h I attended. [Note: RESIST funded the Denver
Greens for this project]. The speakers and
workshops were diverse and provocative.
Finally, economics has been explained in
human terms, and incorporating the values
of environmental sustainability! My only
complaint is that I couldn't attend more
workshops.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Sheber
Southern Florida Greens

Dear RESIST,
What I like about RESIST is that it is
devoted not only to resistance to illegitimate authority, but also to the establishment of legitimate authprity. But I would
like to see more attention given to current
science with its all important resulting techResist Newsletter
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• Looking Back 25 Years

to: Issue #1, November 1967. Louis Kampf wrote:

''A Call to Resist Illegitimate
Authority" now has nearly 1500
signers in 42 states, the District of Columbia, and several
foreign countries . Reprints of
the "Call" may be obtained from
RESIST. A similar statement is
being circulated in the San
Francisco area by the Committee
for Draft Resistance. . . . The
Committee reports approximately
1000 signers.
On Oct. 2, at a press conference held at the New York
Hilton, the Rev. William Sloane
Coffin, Jr., announced " A Call
to Resist Illegitimate Authority." Statements were made by
Paul Goodman, Noam Chomsky,
Dwight Macdonald, and several
others. The conference was
attended by many signers of the
"Call." It was followed by a
meeting, attended by about 60
signers, at Columbia University.
The meeting resolved to form
RESIST ....
On October 20,
the day
before the march on the Pentagon, approximately 600 signers
of the "Call" and a number of
draft resisters marched to the
Department of Justice. While a
rally was held in front of the
Department, a delegation entered
the building and attempted to
turn over nearly 1000 draft
cards to the Attorney General's
representative. The cards were
refused, and the delegation left
them behind. Since then, most of
the holders of the cards have
been visited by the F.B.I.
That evening [RESIST' s temporary] steering committee met
with representatives of various
Resistance groups, and made a
number of grants. . . . The money
will be used to aid in the counselling of men eligible for the
draft and in draft resistance.
The grants are as follows:
The West Side Project, NYC $300
CADRE (Chicago Area Draft
Resistance) - $500
Boston Area Draft Resistance
Group - $250
¼LI, #249

you have been reclassified,
please send information to
RESIST.

The Resistance, Philadelphia $200
John Wilson, SNCC Anti-Draft
Program - $400
John Fuerst, SDS anti-draft
organizing in Wisc., Iowa,
Nebr. - $200
Draft Resistance - Seattle $200
Russell Wills Defense Fund,
Seattle - $100
Colorado Resistance - $100
Union Theological Semina:ry AntiDraft Project - $300
TCYI'AL $2,850

The newsletter went on to describe resistance activity in Ohio and Colorado, and
on the part ofprofessors James Marvin
Shea, Henry Braun, and Kenneth Hale.
KENNETH HALE, [still an active
member of Resists board], assistant
professor of linguistics at
M.I.T., is 33, and the father of
two children. After turning · in
his draft card, he was reclassified lA, delinquent by his board
in Arizona. [Those who turned in

their cards and redassified were considered inductible].
These
are
only
a
few
instances of what is happening.
For example, SNCC workers active
in draft resistance are being
systematically picked off all
over the country. Resistance is
trying to keep a central file on
all draft reclassifications. If

Resist Newsletter

FUTURE PROGRAM
The first need is to develop
local RESIST groups which will
encourage and support the organizing of draft resistance.
National programs and the
national office will be directed
toward maintaining such groups
and keeping them in close touch
with one another ....

The article goes on to describe
RESJST's planned work in fonding and
supporting resisters, draft counseling, and
developing a speakers' bureau.
Finally, we cannot emphasize
too strongly the need to stay
together. The American Revolutionary slogan is appropriate:
Hang together or hang separately. The government's tactic
right now is to threaten people,
continued on next page

During our twenty-fifth year, we
will be reprinting items of interest
from prior years. We hope to spark
additional memories, as well as ideas
for "Looking Forward" articles on
related topics. So, if you have ideas
for areas that we should explore as
we look to our future, please let us
know. We anticipate a lively year of
recollection, reflection, commentary
and debate in these pages.

Page T~e

Looking Back
especially those isolated from
the movement, and to pick off
leaders. On occasion when we
have mobilized strength, we have
made them back off or overreact ... and thereby jeopardize
their legal power. Their greatest weapon is to make us feel
weak; we need not be. We have
more strength than we realize.
Our problem is to organize that
potential. And what we are here
for is to help people do that.

Issue #14, July, 1968

amined, Conscientious Objector,
Physicals, Inductions, Delinquencies). As they finished they
were ordered to leave. Amazed,
they complied.
They said later, "We did it
for the Baltimore Four and their
six-year sentences, for the
Catonville Nine; for the boys of
Boston's North End, Chinatown
and Charlestown, for all the
guys in Vietnam, for all the
guys in prison, for the victims
and · executioners; and for the
consciences which recoil at the
mounting horror of the violence
pervading this troubled world."

Painting Draft Fi1es

in Boston.
On Tuesday, June 4th, two
young people [Suzanne Williams and
Frank Femia] entered the Customs
House in downtown Boston, carrying with them two paper bags
containing quarts of black
paint. They went into SSS Local
Board 30 on the 11th floor, and
without saying a word to the two
clerks they went straight to the
file marked "I-A" and began to
pour paint on the files. The two
clerks left the room, and the
two continued for 10 minutes,
pouring paint on 700 draft files
in all (I-A Examined, I-A unex-

This issue contained discussion and letters
su"ounding the trial of the Boston Five.
In an editorial note RESIST wrote,
What have we learned from
thi~ experience? The trial was
depressing even if it was
instructive. When these men were
indicted, there were great hopes
that here at last would be a
public forum in which the major
issues, the legality of the war,
the morality of the war, and the
nature of the selective service
system could be brought to the
attention of the public. We
failed to do this. In the court-

Don't Resist!
Come to the Party!
Our 25th anniversary birthday bash will be here in Boston Nmoember 14th at the
Jorge Hernandez Cultural Center (in Villa Victoria in the South End).

There will be poetry, music, dancing, good food, panel displays fi:om groups we've
funded and lots more. Invited speakers and performers include Haitian poet and
activist Jean-Claude Martineau; Gulf war resister Dr. Yolanda Huct-Vaughn; poets
Kate Rushin, Grace Paley, and Kim Tall Bear; Abenaki Tribal Judge Michael
Dalaney, and the English Plus Players. Admission $3, more or less.
Come help celebrate our history, renew old friendships, make new ones, and look
ahead at where our movements should be going.

Besides the party, we're planning an art show in the spring [called "Acts of
Resistance: Making Community/ies,,] and a year-long focus in the newsletter
rdleaing on our past/thinking into our future. Please call the office if you'd like to
get involved. If you're outside the Boston area, maybe you'd like to coordinate
some kind of event, art exhibit, house-party, poetry Jading, or something else in
)'Our community to commemorate our anniversary. C.all Tatiana Sc:lmiber at the
Resist office to discuss 10ur ideas. Thanks!!! and see you on November 14th.
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room, the judge ruled that the
important issues were not relevant. Outside the courtroom,
there was no judge to decree
what could be said and what
could not. But still we failed
to bring the message of the
trial to a larger audience. The
notes that follow are an attempt
to transmit at least the spirit,
if not the exact words, of what
was said on July 10th, 1968.

Among the notes...
Judge Ford then asked the
defendants whether they wished
to speak. Coffin and Spock
declined. Michael Ferber:
Your honor, I have nothing to
say that might mitigate my
punishment. I only wish to
point our that I have been
part of no conspiracy, but
rather I have been part of a
movement, a movement led by my
generation. This movement
arose from our horror and disgust at what the United States
is doing both at home and
abroad. Apparently we have
frightened some people in the
government who have decided
that what we have created out
of love for what our country
might be, rro..ist, out of fear,
be called a crime. I cannot
leave the movement; I will
remain working in it. I have
no regrets ....
After the sentencing, the defendants led a march of several
thousand people toward the
Boston Common. The defendants
stopped to speak at a press conference .... Dr. Spock:
Judge Ford said that the law
must be obeyed. We agree. I am
not convinced that I broke the
law; there was no evidence of
conspiracy. Millions of Americans are opposed to the war.
There is no shred of legality,
constitutionality to this war:
it violates the UN charter,
the Geneva accords, and the
U.S. promise to obey the laws
of international conduct. It
is totally, abominably, illegal. Johnson is not running
again. He admits that the war
is a mistake, yet the war goes
on. I intend to go on working
against the war. Millions
realize that
the
choice

October, 1992

between Nixon, who wants a
bloodier and faster war, and
Humphrey, who has nothing
about the war but who is fatuously in favor of it, is no
choice. Wake up, America! Do
something now!

Newsletter # 18, October, 1968.
(The following is excerpted
from an article which appeared
in the Boston Globe on September
8th. It is written by Frank
Tarbi, one of the U.S. District
Court jurors in the trial of the
Boston Five.)
"I
found
Dr.
Spock
guilty ... so far as I was concerned, the decision we rendered
was based stri ctly on the official charge of 'conspiring to
counsel, aid and abet young men
to evade the draft and to hinder
and interfere with the administration of the Selective Service
Act.' I can admit I spent many a
sleepless night wresting with
the
significance
of
this
charge ...
How and why did I find four
men guilty? All men of courage
and individuals whom I grew to
admire as the trial developed.
As I searched my conscience, I
had to admit I profoundly agreed
with these defendants ... Just as
a gang of dissenters dumped a
cargo of tea into the brink and
were declared patriots for their
action, so were these men protesting against a war they
termed unjust and brutal. Only
this time, the bells from the
church steeples did not proclaim
this an act of patriotism. Now,
voices had come to take the
place of these bells-and it was
these voices I was trying to
analyze.
As the father of three teenaged sons, two eligible for the
draft, and a veteran myself, my
abhorrence of war is understandable. These men castigated the
Vietnam war as immoral ... and
weren't these five trying to
buck the hardline politicians
stressing the gobbledygook of
making the world safe for democracy? High sounding phrases
until I realized this would be
our fourth attempt since 1915,
to play God. Was I ready to commit my sons, thousands of miles
¼l 1, #249

A CALL TO RFSIST ILLEGITIMATEAUfHORnY
(excwpts ftom the first C"'1. 1967)

"An ever growing number of young American men are finding that the American
war in Vietnam so outrages their deepest moral and religious sense that they cannot
contribute to it in any way. We share their moral outrage. •.•

"We further believe that the war is unconstitutional and illegal. C.Ongress has
not declared a war as required by the constitution. Moreover, under the Constitution,
treaties signed by the President and ratified by the Senate have the same force as the
Constitution itsel£ The Charter of the United Nations is such a treaty. The Charter
specifically obligates the United States to refrain from force or the threat of force in
international relations •.•
"Moreover, this war violates international agreements, tteaties and principles
of law which the United States Government has solemnly endorsed. The combat role
of the United States troops in Vietnam violates the Geneva Aca>rds of 1954 which our
government pledged to support but has since subverted. The destruction of rice, aops
and livestock; the burning and bulldozing of entire villages consisting of civilian
structures, the interning of civilian[s] ...in concentration camps; the summary exerutions of civilians in captured villages who could not produce satisfactory evidence of
their loyalties•••; the slaughter of peasants who dared to stand up in their fields and
shake their fists at American helicopters; - these are all actions of the kind which the
United Stat.es and the other victorious powers of World War II declared to be aimes
against humanity for which individuals were to be held personally responsible....Thc
prohibition of such acts as war aimes was incorporated in treaty law by the Geneva
C.Onventions of 1949, ratified by the United States. •••
"Therefore, we believe on all these grounds that every free man (sic) has a legal
right and moral duty to exert~ dmrt to end th.is war, to avoid collusion with it,
and to encourage others to do the same.•••
"We believe that cacb.••form of iaistance against illegitimate autb.oritr is courageous and justified. Many of us believe th.at open resistance to the war and the draft is
the counc of aaion most likdy to strengthen the moral resolve with which all of us
can oppose the war and most likdy CD bring an end to the war.
•"We will continue to lend our support CD those who undertake resistance to this
war. We will raise funds to organir.c draft resistance unions, to supply legal ~nse and
bail, to support families and oth.erwi,e aid resistance CD the war in whab:ver ways may
seem most appropriate.
-We firmly believe that our swancnt is the sort of speech that under the Fint
Amendment must be Im:, and the aaions we will undertake arc as legal as the war
resistance of the young men themselves. But we recognize that the courts may find
otherwise, and that if so we might all be liable to proserution and severe punishment.
In any case, we feel that we cannot shrink from fulfilling our responsibilities to the
youth whom many of us teach, the country whose fu:edom we cherish, and to the
ancient traditions of religion and philosophy which we stri-w: to pl'CSCl"W: in this
generation.
"We call upon all men (sic) of good will to join us in this confiontation with
immoral authority. F.specially we call upon the universities to fulfill their mission
of enlightenment and religious organimtions to honor their heritage of brotherhood.
Now ia the time to raist.
away where victory bears no
fruit? .... Was I, as a juror,
going to scrap the very shreds
of moral sinew that bind this
great nation together? ... The
paradox was that I agreed wholeheartedly with these defendants,
but ... I felt that technically
Resist Newsletter

they did break the law ...
Visibly shaken, we solemnly
marched to our appointed seats.
The eyes of all were on us. The
time of reckoning had arrived.
As the individual names were
read, all were found guilty,
continued on page eight
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History
continuedfrom page one

that many of the themes that first moved
us to activism continue to motivate us
today. We have always struggled, fo1·
example, against political and institutional repression in this country, and continue to question the uses of the I.aw and
the legal system which purport to promote
justice.
Again and again we have weighed
the relative value ofdirect action (including politically motivated violence) versus
more wng-term, gradual processes ofsocial
change. We have watched the insidious
effects of racism in all areas of life in this
country and have tried to support its
elimination. Our organization has
become increasingly feminist in its outwok
as we continue to fight domestic violence
and discrimination against women. And,
we have addressed the nature ofthe prison
system and asked ourselves why certain
people and certain behaviors are defined
as ''criminal" at various moments in our
history. .
All of these issues are in our minds
toda.y as we work for justice in a world
caught in the throes of dramatic political
change amid ongoing racist and nationalistic violence. It seems appropriate to
return to our roots and remember, now is
still the time to resist. Like all histories,
the one we offer here depends on the
conflicting memories ofthose who wrote it
(current and former RESIST staff and
board members), and is bound to differ in
detail from other memories. Still, in substance, it provides some insight into our
past, and we hope some inspiration for
our future.

A

s the war in Vietnam heated up
and became more visible to the
public following the 1964 Gulf of
Tonkin Incident and Resolution, it
became dear to many people that to be
effective, opposition to the war had to
move (in the slogan of the times) "from
dissent to resistance," or - more accurately - from dissent, to dissent with
resistance. 1 A lot of young men of draft
age already knew what they had to do
to increase the cost of U.S. aggression;
they understood that their simple yet
courageous act of saying, "We won't
go!" seriously threatened the values of

Page Six

those who occupied decision-making
positions. It was at this juncture that
the first of what would eventually
become many such courageous and
public declarations of resistance began
to occur.
For those of us dissenters who were
too old to be drafted, or for other reasons not subject to the draft, and who
therefore risked little by saying "We

Grace Paley, an early member of
RESIST, was very much involved in
these New York-based. activities. Simultaneously, a number of people were
traveling around the country circulating statements in support of deserters
and draft resisters.
RESIST was most directly an outgrowth of several East Coast initiatives
of this sort. Bob Zevin (then a professor

•
Somehow, by a process that no one can reconstruct exactly,
these multiple currents came together in a "Call to Resist
Illegitimate Authority".... It was eventually signed by some
20,000 people and became a central document ("Overt
Act #1) in the 1969 conspiracy trial ofthe ''Boston Five."
•
won't go!," the natural question was
how to move beyond acts like the open
and organized tax resistance that developed in the mid-I 960s, to more direct
support of draft resisters. Fortunately
we had a model in what had taken
place in France during the Algerian.
War. There, a group of intellectuals,
writers, and others (The Committee of
a Hundred) signed a public statement
declaring that they would help anyone
who refused to serve in the war in
Algiers, or who deserted from that war.
They vowed to provide the resisters
shelter, and committed to help smuggle
them out of the country. Some of us in
the U.S. thought that it was time to
adapt this model as a way of confronting the war in Vietnam.
At roughly the same moment, in
fact, quite a large number of people and
groups began moving in this same
direction. For example, a group on the
West Coast led by pacifist Roy Kepler,
who ran a bookstore in the Bay Area,
circulated a statement saying that draft
resisters would be supported and given
shelter, and that deserters would be
aided. Kepler asked people to sign the
statement. Both the circulation and the
signing of such declarations were, in
fact, acts of civil disobedience. About
this time, a New York City group,
Support in Action, was developing
strategies to assist war resisters. Writer
Resist Newsletter

of Economic History at Columbia),
Mitchell Goodman (a novelist, then
teaching at Stanford University), and
Paul Lauter (then on the staff of the
American Friends Service Committee
as Curriculum Developer at the Adams
Morgan School in Washington, D.C.)
arrived separately in Cambridge, MA,
to meet with people concerning statements of support. Marcus Raskin and
Arthur Waskow were involved in a parallel effort at the Institute for Policy
Studies in Washington, D.C.
Somehow, by a process that no one
can reconstruct exactly, these multiple
currents came together in a "Call to
Resist Illegitimate Authority," a document drafted during the spring and
summer of 1967. This statement was
circulated for signatures in the summer;
and published (in part) that fall in the
New York Review ofBooks (October 12,
1967) and in The Nation. It was turned
down by the New York Times, ostensibly for legal reasons.
The original "Call," circulated in
these public as well as private ways, was
eventually signed by some 20,000 people, and became a central document
(titled "Overt Act #1") in the 1969
conspiracy trial of the "Boston Five"
(the Reverend William Sloane Coffin,
Jr., Michael Ferber, Mitchell Goodman,
Marcus Raskin, and Dr. Benjamin
Spock). 2
October, 1992

On October 2nd, 1967, Sloane
Coffin read the "Call" at a press conference at the New York Hilton (Overt
Act #2), and it was announced that
anyone interested in starting a national
organizatidn in support of draft resisters
and armed-services deserters should
come immediately thereafter to a meeting at the Columbia University faculty
dub in order to set up a steering committee. RESIST was formed at that
meeting.

Small But Vital Grants
Although it was originally set up in
New York, by the end of the year
RESIST had moved to Cambridge,
where a group of activists was available
to do the day-to-day work of the organization. In the beginning, RESIST
depended entirely on volunteers; however, as those of us in Cambridge fumbled around trying to set up an office,
we realized that we had to find at least
one staffperson. One day a woman
named Helen McCormick walked into
the office (in those days located in
Central Square) and said she'd like to
help. We asked her what she could do
and after she listed all the various and
relevant things, we asked her to
become the staffperson. She did,

a lot of people to give as much as they
could, as often as they could, to support the kind of activities RESIST was
involved in. These small but consistent
contributions, rather than large donations, became the primary source of the
funds RESIST distributes. Today small
pledges still account for a large proportion of our funding base.
RESIST, therefore, has never been
in a position to provide very large
grants, but the small grants it does give,
we discover over and over again, have
been vital to both the launching and
the survival of many organizations.
In its early years, when this was
crucial, RESIST was able to directly
support organizations involved in civil
disobedience and anti-imperialist activities that were officially considered to be
illegal or suspect. It was able to do so
precisely because there was no group of
well-to-do donors worried about the
tax-exempt status of their contributions. This observation is not meant to
put down other people or organizations
that had these concerns, for the movement could not have existed without
tax-exempt organizations (and today
RESIST does have tax-exempt status).
But, at a certain point it was important
for an organization like RESIST to

•
\%men in RESIST began to challenge the sexism of
male staffers and board members, bringing to the surface
political differences that affect us to this day.... These battles
helped shape an organ:ization that now calls itselffeminist
and has a strong commitment to abortion rights
and to women's issues in general.
•
becoming the first in a long list of
RESIST staff members to mold and
remold the organization, its work, and
its way of working.
Early on in its history RESIST
developed a unique funding base that
continues to be its mainstay; the idea
was not to go to relatively wealthy people and say, "Give us $1,000 or
$5,000." Rather, it was to start a pledge
system (the invention of Bob Zevin,
according to Paul Lauter); that is, to ask
14,L 1, #249

exist. The fact that it continues to exist
and fund so many fledgling, radical
organizations is largely the result of the
pledge system that was developed in the
early days of RESIST.
The very first grants all went to
anti-war, anti-draft and student organizing projects. However, it soon
became apparent to most people who
opposed the war in Vietnam that the
war itself wasn't isolated from other
governmental policies. A number of
Resi.st Newsletter

anti-draft organizations that were
formed at that time, like the Boston
Draft Resistance Group, expanded their
political scope and began to organize
around other issues, no longer insisting
that draft resistance was the only way to
oppose the war.
RESIST also broadened its perspective, and within two years was providing
money to prison support work, community organizing in Black neighborhoods,
and a range of projects in high schools.
In 1969 RESIST decided to support the
Black Panthers in their community education and service projects.
Clearly, though, RESIST's raison
d'etre, and the reason it survived in its
early years, is that it maintained a primary emphasis on peace, anti-war, and
anti-militarism issues. Over the years,
however, the proportional relationship
between that emphasis and others has
shifted in response to changes in the
movement as a whole.

At other times, more eclectic
As RESIST developed, there was
turmoil within the organization over
two very basic issues. One concerned
the clarity with which RESIST's politics were to be presented; that is, to
what degree the organization should
analyze why it was anti-imperialist, why
it was anti-war, why it was for social
change, and what that meant. At some
points in its history RESIST defined
itself as explicitly socialist. At others, its
politics were more eclectic.
The other issue that hit RESIST
very hard (like a ton of bricks, as Louis
Kampf said in comments at RESIST's
sixteenth anniversary party), was sexism - and the women's movement. At
times, board meetings were more like
consciousness-raising sessions. Women
in RESIST began to challenge the sexism of male staffers and board members, bringing to the surface political
differences that affect us to this day.
For example, the line between "service"
projects and "political organizing" projects is often amorphous, and was especially ·difficult to discern when talking
about funding battered women's shelters and rape crisis centers. These batcontinued on next page
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Looking Back
continuedfrom page five
except Raskin ... So great was our
anguish that our scheduled gettogether at the hotel rooms for
that climactic drink was immediately cancelled ...
I departed to the awaiting
car and then to home. There I
began to think and try to
explain the paradox of my decision. These four men were trying
to save my sons whom I loved
dearly. Yet I found them guilty.
To hell with my ulcer. After
four or five stiff hookers (I
lost count) I began to cry bitterly locked up in my room.
Maybe it was temporary insanity?
Or was it remorse for a world
gone mad? Only history will
answer the question that is forever nagging me-the law of God
or the law of the land?"
•

History
continuedfrom page seven

tles helped shape an organization that
now calls itself feminist, and has a
strong commitment to abortion rights
and to women,s issues in general.
As a consequence of these and
other forces, RESIST found itself - in
consultation with its supporters reworking the "Call." A revised version
was issued in 1971 in which RESIST
pledged to increase its support not only
for groups working to end the war, but
also for those working ~gainst many
other forms of illegitimate authority.
With the new "Call," the purposes of
the organization were enlarged and
continued to encompass new issues as
they became prominent in the movement. For example, in the early eighties, RESIST began to seriously address
the struggle for lesbian and gay liberation and in the late eighties, it defined
the kinds of AIDS activism it would
support as those which explicitly combatted homophobia, sexism, racism,
and economic discrimination.
In fact, as Paul Lauter expressed it
five years ago, on the occasion of
RESIST's twentieth anniversary:
The key to RESIST's success has been
that the center of political gravity in
the [RESIST] board has been close to
that of the constituency from which
Page Eight

Letters
we draw support, even while the board
has remained open to new political
developments not always accepted by
that constituency ... continu[ing] to
serve what I think are the significant
bridging and educational functions we
had from the start'

continuedfrom page two

by Berkeley architect Christopher Alexander to involve secretaries, laboratory technicians, neighbors, scientists, and board
members in the design of a new laboratory
- to broaden and shoot through with
beauty the vision of all concerned.
Practicing scientists don't much believe
in a politics of the true, and if they do stop
to reflect they lose the race to the next discovery. Nevertheless, any effort to think
through the democratization of science
requires their participation. How to get it?
Perhaps RESIST, in considering where
it is going, is interested in such matters.
Sincerely,
Joseph Turner
Washington, DC

In 1976, RESIST issued yet another, entirely "New Call to Resist
Illegitimate Authority," expressing the
belief "that now the major thrust of
resistance to illegitimate authority must
be to build toward socialism in the
United States because the essential
source of illegitimate authority in the
United States is capitalism. "4
RESIST has not issued a new
"Call" in some time, and today it is less
clear that the organization would
describe itself as "socialist," though certainly we are leftists and progressives.
We continue to work against the
inequities fostered by capitalist structures in the U.S. and worldwide, and
the RESIST board remains open to
"new political developments not always
accepted" by our constituencies.
In 1992, RESIST is alive and well,
(fortunately in many respects, but sadly
as well, since it would be wonderful not
to need to exist) and now gives money
away to nearly two hundred political
organizations and efforts each year, supporting anti-racist work, women's
issues, labor, gay and lesbian issues,
environmental activism, and Third
World solidarity as well as anti-war and
anti-militarism initiatives.
Today there are more organizations
working for social change in this country than at any time in RESIST's history. RESIST receives more funding
requests than ever before, and gives out
more money than ever before.
Remarkably, during a time of recession,
people continue sending us their ever
more difficult-to-earn dollars to support resistance and activism.
Given such persistant, and growing, support from its constituency,
RESIST intends to maintain its commitment to the ideals of social justice
whose realization we so determinedly
desire.
•

367-383.
2. For details, see Jessica Mitford (1969)
The Trial ofDr. Spock, Knopf, New York.
3. Resist Newsletter, #200 (November,
1987), p. 10.

1. See Noam Chomsky (1969) "On

4. Resist Newsletter, #106 (August, 1976),
p. 1.
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RESIST received the following correction
.from Griffin-Wirth Arsociates (communications consultan'ts} with regard to the review of
'"Lines in the Sand," which appeared in the
July/August issue.

Dear RESIST,
The producer of the video is Ed Griffin-Nolan, not the Center for Media and
Values as the article implied. Also the video
and study guide are available from GriffinWirth Associates. We are marketing the
study guide for the Center for Media and
Values along with our video. The video by
itself is $21.95 and video and study guide
are $37.95. Orders can by mailed to Griffin-Wirth Associates, 168 Parkway Drive,
Syracuse, NY 13207 or call (315) 4714953. [This] is one of our first national
projects and has been very successful. We
have sold over 1, 100 copies to date.
Sincerely,
Peter Wirth
Griffin-Wirth Associates
RESIST welcomes your letters with commen'ts
and suggestions about issues raised in the
newsletter, and your ideas far future articles.
Please let us know ifyour letter is not meant
far puhlication.

Resistance," in his American Power and the
New Mandarins: Historical and Political
Essays, Pantheon Books, New York pp.
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American family watching the ships'
arrival. The artwork for the billboards,
which ran on the exteriors of University
of Minnesota buses, was created by Eva
Two Crow, an Arikara/Mandan artist.
The year-long project included a
play about the legacy of Columbus's
arrival. Also as part of the project, a
"Ceremony of Remembrance" was held
on the grounds of the State Capitol in
St. Paul. Over three hundred activists
attended with about half from Native
American communities. The event celebrated the survivors of the "discovery"
and included a drum ceremony honoring some 200 Native nations that have
perished as a result of the conquest.
The goals of the Quincentennial Billboard Project are to raise public awareness and critical thinking about the
invasion and conquest of the Americas,
and to provide a highly visible counterpoint to the official celebration.
RESISTs funding was used to create
additional street and highway
billboards.

Fellowship of Reconciliation/
Cape Cod Chapter

Box 591, Harwich, MA 02645.

military sanctions against the people
of Iraq.
In 1991 the group sponsored a
student essay contest on the subject of
peace, in memory of Clarence Althouse,
one of the founding activists of Cape
Cod FOR. The group selected Nauset
Regional High School which serves four
towns including Brewster, where Althouse lived and worked with young
people. The chapter has decided to continue the contest each year as a way to
interest students in issues of peace and
interdependence. This year the contest
focused on the Quincentennial and
how the "discovery'' affected the cultures and traditions of Native Americans. The contest was developed in collaboration with the high school English
Department and was open to 9-12
graders.
The purpose was to involve as
many young people as possible in the
contest in order to raise awareness
about aspects of the Columbus legacy
perhaps not provided in textbooks.
RESISTs grant was used for printing
and for prizes for the Quincentennial
essay contest.

Progressive Student Network
The Cape Cod chapter of the Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR) was
formed in 1980 in response to the proliferation of nuclear weapons throughout the world. The group was instrumental in passing nuclear free-ze
resolutions in 14 towns, opposed civil
defense relocations, and voted to make
some towns nuclear free zones. The
group works to eliminate the danger of
war, most recently working against the
war in Iraq. The group has hosted
exchange residents from Peru,
Nicaragua and Panama to learn and
educate the public about conditions in
these countries, and also has sent young
people to Nicaragua, El Salvador and
Guatemala.
Other work includes support for
tax resisters Randy Kehler and Betsy
Corner, opposition to the repatriation
of Haitians, ending the Cuban embargo, and pushing for lifting the non¼L 1, #249

3411 Diversey, Suite 16,
Chicago, IL 60647
The Progressive Student Network
(PSN) was born at a conference held at
Kent State University in Ohio under
the theme "Don't Mourn, Organize.,,
The conference brought together 400
student activists from SO schools and
was a direct response to the election
of Reagan. Several previously existing
groups including the Midwest Coalition Against Registration and the Draft,
and the Student Coalition Against
Nukes helped galvanize the new
network.
Since 1980, 11 national conferences have been convened and the network's activities have parallelled the ebb
and flow of the developing student
movement, addressing US intervention
in Central America, apartheid, nuclear
war, access to education, abortion
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rights, and a range of other issues. The
Network now distributes a 12-page
tabloid paper to activists on hundreds
of campuses, and has produced several
publications such as "Higher Education
or Education for Hire?" and pieces on
the .Gulf War and abortion rights. The
Network's goal is to contribute to a
national, multi-issue student movement
with a stable base of activists and organizations. In 1990 the PSN was a major
force in organizing the Jackson/Kent
State Student Movement Conference
and has been instrumental in building
ties with groups like the Black Belt
Youth Brigade, DC Student Coalition
Against Racism, CISPES, ACT-UP, and
the NAACP chapter at Jackson State.
Chapters of the PSN in various
states have worked on Native American
issues including supporting treaty rights
in Wisconsin, protesting the use of
Indian names for sports teams, reclaiming sacred bones from archaeology
departments and museums, and
reclaiming burial sites in Illinois and
Kentucky. During 1992, PSN as a
whole is focusing on issues surrounding
the Quincentenary in conjunction with
community groups. Principally the
Network is assisting community and
student groups to make links with one
another, providing information packets
and speaker lists, and coordinating
demonstrations. RESIST's grant was used
for these organizing expenses.

Dear Resisters: In this issue youll
notice we•ve capitalized RESIST
when were referring to the organir.ation, as was done in the early years.
We haven't done so more recently
because RESIST is not an aaonym
and we thought it might confuse
people. But lately we've been getting
advice from media pros who tell us
that we'd make a stronger impression out there in the world if we
capitalized our name. Any opinions?
Well let you know if activists have
strong feelings about these grammatical issues in upcoming newsletters.
Page Nine
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In each newsletter we highlight a few
recent grants made to groups around the
country. In this issue we feature grants to
(}Jlincentenary projects. The information
in these briefreports is provided to us by
the groups themselves. For more details,
please write to them at the addresses
included here.

St. Louis Inter-Faith Committee
on Latin America
438 N. Sleinker, St. Louis, MO 63130
The Inter-Faith Committee on
Latin America {IFCIA) grew out of
work in support of the people of El Salvador, following the murder ofArchbishop Romero. The group began sending delegations, receiving tours and
speakers, working with Witness for
Peace and Peace Brigades International,
and soon expanded its work to include
Nicaraguan issues. IFCIA founded two
sanctuary houses and developed a Sister
City relationship with a repopulated
Salvadoran village. As awareness of the
interconnectedness of the region grew,
IFCLA became involved with groups
in Chile, Panama and Honduras, joined
coalitions to protest and change U.S.
military and "drug war" policies, and
spoke out against the Persian Gulf War.
As part of its political analysis the
group is focusing on the "substitution
of the drug war for the Cold War as an
excuse for militarization abroad and

oppression in the cities here." Recently Minnesota Peace
the group has worked to end U.S. hos- and Justice Coalition
tility toward Cuba and against the
Meridel Le Sueur Center,
forced return of Haitian refugees.
1929 S. 5th Street,
In observance of the Quincentenni- Minneapolis, MN 55454.
al in St. Louis, the IFCIA chose to
The Minnesota Peace and Justice
address racism, violence, and disrespect
Coalition (MPJ C) was formed in
toward indigenous cultures by affiliating with the Peace and Dignity Journey, December 1982, by a handful of groups
a traditional Native American relay run. that wanted to make the peace movement more effective. From an initial
The 1992 run, which began May 2nd,
emphasis on disarmament, MPJC
involved people from all parts of the
quickly broadened and now has over
Americas, and proceeded from Alaska
to Teotihuacan, Mexico, where the run 100 member groups working on areas
that include peace and anti-intervenended October 12th. The IFCIA
tion, homelessness, hunger, racial juslearned that the organizing group of
indigenous people feared that southern tice, women, lesbian and gay is.sues, the
environment, and economic justice.
Missouri would not be a safe area for
MPJ C's current work includes a
the relay, and that local communities
would be hostile. The IFCLA agreed to focus on reordering federal budget priassume responsibility for the route,
orities for a peace economy, and formfood, lodging, facilities, and media
ing a local resource center on the Midwork for the six-day portion of the run
dle East. The Center will provide a
that would move through the area.
comprehensive place to house and lend
The IFCLA, by becoming involved books, videos and other materials, and
in the project and bringing in others,
will serve the various Middle East
saw an opportunity to build alliances
groups, other interested groups,
with Native Americans in the area,
and schools in the area.
including community leaders that are
In October, 1991, the Racial Jusnot necessarily those identified by "out- tice Task Force of the MPJ C kicked off
siders." It was also a chance to reveal to
an educational project designed to
rural Missourians the richness of Native counter the damaging Columbus "disAmerican culture and lessen prejudice
covery" myth. The project includes a
and distrust. RESIST contributed funds series of billboards, the first of which
toward organizing the Missouri portion carried the message, "Real eyes, Realize,
of the Peace and Dignity Journey.
Real Lies... Columbus did not discover
America," with imagery of a Native

r-------------------------------------7
Join the Resist Pledge Program
We'd like you to consider becoming a
Resist Pledge. Pledges account for over
25% of our income .. By becoming a
pledge, you help guarantee Resist a
fixed ~nd dependa~le source of inco~e
on which we can bmld our grant makmg
program. In return, we will send you a
monthly pledge letter and reminder,
along with your newsletter. We will
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded, and the other work being
done at Resist. So take the plunge and
become a Resist Pledge! We count on
you, and the groups we fund count on
us.

1

continued on page nine
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•

Yes! I would like to become a Resist
Pledge. I'd like to pledge$_ _ _ _ / 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (monthly, bimonthly, quarterly, 2x a year, yearly).
Enclosed is my pledge contribution
of $
----·
I can't join the pledge program just
now, but here's a contribution to support your work. $_ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

•

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Resist
One Summer Street, Somerville, MA 02143 • (617) 623-5110
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